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Adam Farebrother (‘F’) 

And 

Efrosyni Charalampidou (“Sissy’) 

 

Note on behalf of the Respondent Efrosyni for hearing 

 

Introduction 

1. This is a hearing for dealing primarily with the split of the Christmas 2014/2015 issued by 

the father on 7 November 2014. There is a time estimate of 1 hour 

 

2. The Court should note that I believe this is a completely fictitious and disproportionate 

court application that is aimed at intimidating me. The difference between mine and the 

father’s proposed split of the Christmas holidays was always just a day. This obviously 

should have been dealt with at mediation and I immediately did all in my power to convince 

the father to engage in mediation early on, back in September. The requirement to mediate 

and agree the holidays early on was also stated in the contact order put in place in March 

2014 in the final trial on children’s matters.  The father failed to comply. 

 
3. Father failed to agree to mediation and instead insisted that I accept his proposal without 

him having any desire to discuss it. He kept delaying and refusing mediation. He also 

claimed that this disagreement of one day is not the type of thing to deal with at mediation. 

More than a month later and only a couple of days after the final trial on finances, he went 

and launched a court application. Because the issue was a single day in our proposals for 

splitting Christmas, he had to append some general untrue statements to ensure the 

application appears justified. 

 
4. Father claims that we need to put some automatic mechanism so that in essence we never 

have to interact with each other and all happens automatically.  

 
5. This is not realistic. I work full time and my holidays need to be approved by my boss and 

depend on the work load and my other team members. I also have a nanny that has her 

own holiday requirements. To balance all these different factors flexibility is critical. The 
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contact order is as prescriptive as can be. No court order can for ever eliminate the need of 

any interaction or communication between us when we both want to be part of the child’s 

life. The father fails to grasp the inevitable truth of this simple fact. 

 
6. In addition the father states that I have been impossible to deal with which is evidently 

untrue. I kept offering mediation but he refused and we never had any on this issues of the 

Christmas holiday split. I also asked him in various occasions to go for a lunch since we work 

close by or discuss things between us but he again refused. Note that the father refuses any 

interaction of any sort with me for years now and he only wishes to communicate by email 

or letters to my lawyer.  

 
7. Also it must be stressed that I never ever obstructed or refused contact between the father 

and the girl. I ensured contact was happening and even yielded to the father’s demands that 

I stay out of the FMH when he would come to have contact with her. That was straight after 

the separation after the domestic violence incidence that precipitated this divorce. Despite 

it felt like a violation that he would be alone in the FMH which was my private residence and 

also I felt offended and my dignity attacked by his demand that I stay out of my own place I 

complied with it for the sake of our daughter. It was in the girl’s best interests to have 

contact with her father and the FMH was the safest warmest place for this as she was only 

two.  This type of contact continued for more than 1.5 years when it came to Wednesday 

evening long after overnight weekend contact was established. When the child was more 

than 3.5 year’s old I said that he can take her from now on to the swings or the shopping 

centre for that evening contact so I can come home to my place. 

 
8. Despite all this, he is one of the very few dads I believe that still decided to apply to court 

for a shared residence albeit as a self-litigant so then he didn’t incur legal costs. My lawyer 

then recommended we also apply for sole residence which we did afterwards. He however 

didn’t incur much legal costs on the lead to the trial except for the finances matter. I on the 

other hand did as I was petrified by the request the child commuting day in day out almost 

2h from West  Hampstead to Wimbledon. I incurred these legal fees due to his litigation 

behaviour when his non payment of not even the minimum CSA child maintenance amount 

was further weakening me financially along with the full time child care costs. 
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9.  The father has not once ever accepted any of my offers to meet up for a brief lunch or talk 

on the phone or just try to discuss things. He just fires emails or letters either to me or my 

lawyer so that I incur legal costs despite I am the weaker financially party and our 

daughter’s emotional and financial security depends on me keeping my job. I am both, the 

primary carer and the main and for some time actually the only provider for her. 

 
10. I have been as easy as possible in agreeing long contact periods. For instance the father had 

a week long contact just now in October for the half term without any issues agreeing it. I 

believe he took the child to the paternal grandparents for that whole week. Another 

example is just this September, where he had a work conference and I proposed that we do 

a weekend switch to allow for it while he also doesn’t miss contact with our daughter as can 

be seen by the relevant emails.  

 

Headline issue which is Christmas contact this year 

 
11. Specifically, the father sent a letter end of August where among various untrue statements 

(to be addressed further down) he demanded that he takes our daughter on Friday 19th of 

December when her school ends and brings her back on Sunday 28th of December at 6pm. 

This implies that he would have her for 10 out of 17 days, 9 out of 16 overnights and also 

most importantly for me as I also work full time for 6 out of 9 non-working days. So our 

difference was pretty much a single day. He wanted to bring her back on Sunday while me 

on Saturday. 

 

12. The father’s proposed split gave him not only the two out of the three bank holidays which I 

had already agreed to but he now also demanded he has the two full weekends out of the 

three. I wanted him to bring the child back on Saturday so we can catch a flight at 1:20pm 

and spend the new year week with the child’s extended family in Greece.  

 

13. This is one of two main trips I take back each year to ensure the child has contact with her 

extended family there. She is the only child in my family and she is adored. In addition, Eva-

Melina is half Greek and it is her birth right to have contact and free access to her 
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alternative country and the Greek culture. This enriches the child in so many ways and is 

clearly in her best interests. In addition she is a perfect bilingual and this should be 

supported and maintained. Despite I have lived all my adult life since graduating in UK, more 

than 16 years I find it my duty towards the child to take her travelling there to experience 

the customs and culture there. It is also an additional lucky coincidence that half her 

neighbourhood also spends family summer holidays there as is a natural summer holiday 

destination. 

 

14. However, the Christmas holidays split the father demanded was clearly unfair to me and I 

sent him an email on 8th of September stating my disagreement. After a few email 

exchanges when it became evident that there would be no agreement, I naturally said that 

in line with the contact order in place between us this would need to be dealt with at 

mediation very promptly and I would contact the mediator immediately.  

 
15. There was a time limit by which we should reach agreement about holidays in the order and 

that limit had already passed. Unfortunately the father has an established and very 

damaging pattern in the past where he for no rational reason and despite his contact wasn’t 

affected, he had actively sought to stop these trips or make them prohibitively expensive by 

delaying providing approval and many other ways.  

 
16. Incidentally, although a different issue, he went back to his agreement that he co-operates 

with the issuance of the Greek passport which is telling of his attitude. I didn’t push this or 

pursue it further. However, if anything happens while I am abroad with her it may be that I 

and she will have to go to different embassies as I have a Greek passport and she has a 

British one and despite the child has automatically dual citizenship by birth being born to a 

Greek mother.  

 
17. The father has done all in his power to use the fact that my extended family is abroad to my 

and the child’s disadvantage. In addition most of these trips to Greece were also motivated 

by holidays the nanny was requesting and so I had to take that time off as I would have no 

childcare otherwise. In addition the father was paying nothing towards neither the nanny 

nor child maintenance for instance for summer and Christmas 2012, and for summer 2014. 
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Christmas 2013 he was making the payments according to the MPS order in place but this 

lasted only a few months. 

 
18. This behaviour only creates frustration as is unfair and is clearly not in the best interests of 

our child. This refusal to agree to these trips even the summer ones and even if he got more 

contact as a result of them was purely aimed at causing me distress and high costs at a time 

when he was paying nothing towards his child despite being a high earner.  

 
19. When the final contact order was put in place in March 2014 I really hoped this would be 

the end of it and we could just leave all this behind and look forward to a healthier 

interaction and build a co-parenting relationship between us. To my despair this is not the 

case.  

 
20. On 10th of September 2014, I contacted the mediator by email ccing the father and stating it 

was an urgent matter. The mediator gave us various available dates and I pretty much 

accepted all alternatives on that same day, 10th of September. The mediator’s secretary 

thanked me and said she would now await for the father’s availability including again all of 

us in that email as recipients. I heard nothing back. 

 
21. On 23rd of September 2014 I sent a private email to the father urging him to do get back to 

the mediator so we can progress mediation and hopefully work for an agreement. All I got is 

repeated emails where the father refused that mediation was necessary and kept asking me 

why we should engage in mediation. To me it was obvious that one day of difference in the 

split should be dealt with at mediation. There was an obvious stalling and delays and 

repeats of the same emails from the father. He was very aware that I had to agree 

Christmas and book my flights promptly. Every day passing by was costing me dearly and 

the father again had stopped paying breaching even the MPS court order.  

 

22. The father didn’t want to engage in mediation or any discussions and just demanded I 

accept his request. To this day I am not sure what one can do in this situation. However, the 

final trial on finances approached and eventually happened again because for a year after 

the FDR the father refused to do not even a single financial mediation session. I also had 
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work deadlines and the child had just started school in reception and was getting sick. There 

never was a mediation session regarding the christmas holiday split between us. 

 
23. I later found out to my surprise that on 20th of October the father had taken a form from the 

mediator that allowed him to launch an application because of a mediation session we had 

in August completely unrelated to the Christmas issue. In total the father has only agreed 

and had 3 mediation sessions in the three years since separation, all in the children’s matter 

and that was one of them. I asked for that August session, alarmed at seeing animosity from 

the child to my mother when we went there for summer. The child was clear that the father 

had told her not to get hugs or fairy tales from the grandmother.  It was a welfare issue and 

I pleaded for a mediation session as I got terrified with what the child was telling.  

 
24. Even that August mediation session was only agreed by the Father because after agreeing 

the dates with me, a month later he wanted to force me to accept a change of one weekend 

because of some troubles with a cottage booking. I had already made plans with friends for 

the weekend he wanted and I didn’t want to go back on them and cancel so I refused and 

asked him to honour our agreement as I made my plans based on it, the difference again 

was only 1 or 2 days anyway. 

 
25. The way the father justifies the unfair Christmas split he proposed is by claiming an inset day 

which is meant to be used for staff training is school holiday. However, inset days are not 

part of the school holidays which is why they are defined and labelled differently. They are 

isolated days when the school closes for one single day. Like strikes, school closure due to 

snow or other reasons they are isolated days that can happen mid-week. Mid-week 

overnight contact is not agreed according to the contact order from the final trial. Also inset 

days are not school holidays and I can show printouts from the corresponding websites 

where both the council excludes them from the school holidays and also the school calls 

them differently. 

 

Father’s litigation behaviour is the biggest risk for the child 

26. Whatever our differences, I strongly believe the only way to deal with them is to try to have 

some channel of communication between us to work things out. Failing that maybe incur 
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the cost of mediation and try there. The law in the children’s act specifically states how 

detrimental for the child is the litigation between parents and I totally agree which is why I 

never obstructed or denied contact and the father spends as much time with her almost as I 

do. 

27.  I did all in my power to open a direct communication channel for things that relate to our 

daughter. I also so many times offered that we meet for a brief lunch since we work so close 

by. I do not understand why the father stubbornly rejected every offer to meet in a public 

place for half an hour to discuss things relating to our little girl.  

 

28. It has been three years since our separation which was precipitated due to a domestic 

violence incidence done on me at the presence of our girl while we visited the paternal 

grandparents. A visit I actually proposed. If anyone should have bad feelings that should be 

me but nothing overcasts my love for the girl. Thanks to the timely intervention of the law, 

that remained an isolated incidence and the separation within half a year made all these go 

away so both me and the child are safe. Now, for me the father is just that. The father of my 

little girl and her happiness depends on the quality of our interaction and relationship. 

 
29. The father however seems happy and willing to litigate and launch court applications. We 

went to the final trial for both the children’s matters and the finances despite the very small 

asset pool and despite he has never missed contact with his child. Both applications were 

launched at the same time by the father albeit he was a self-litigant for the shared residence 

application for the child but retained Bindman’s for finances. 

 

 
30. I have huge respect for the wisdom of the law in this country and I read recently that in the 

children’s act it is stated that ongoing litigation between the parents is damaging for the 

child. I honestly couldn’t agree more and I did all I could to avoid it but it sadly seems 

impossible. 

 

31. In addition, this litigation makes me an unreliable employee as I have to take time off and 

appear at court, prepare for trials and be stressed and worried about them. I am only an 

employee and I work as a supporting staff in a bank. The financial industry is not famous for 
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its kindness to women, let alone single mums of young children. Actually I know of no single 

mum ever in the 13 years I have worked in the industry except a secretary with a teenager. 

32.  If I lose my job the child’s survival is at risk as I am not only the primary carer responsible 

for her emotional stability and safety but also the primary and actually for some time the 

only provider of her financial needs and meeting her housing needs. 

 

33. So far I have done my best and I hope I have succeeded in shielding the child from all this 

but some of my tension is passing through her like when I wake up at night when she also 

feels it. I can’t go on forever; I had always hoped there would be an end to this but this 

applications brings me in despair. 

 

34. Most critically, following the final trial on finances on 23rd of October I accepted all the 

father’s proposals and promised I would try to take the mortgage debt on my own 

otherwise I would yield to his demand that the FMH  is sold. This eventuality panicked me as 

it would mean our daughter loses her place which is 2 minutes from her school and close to 

all her friends. If I was alone I wouldn’t mind where I lived and I have been even happy even 

in a decent ex council flat for years as it was close to my work. But now it is not about me, it 

is about her.  This is her home, where she is most of the time and her neighbourhood where 

all her friends and school mates are. I am now worried that my trying to be reasonable and 

offer concession after concession and settling to avoid court trials is actually making things 

worse between us and encourages his court application habit. 

 
35. The agreement above makes it clear it is of critical importance for the welfare of the child 

that I manage to keep my job. After more than 2 years of litigation purely due to the father’s 

numerous court applications, all my savings are depleted from having to pay all the child’s 

costs for three years, full time childcare and also legal costs to defend myself against this 

tyranny of these court applications.  

 
36. The only court application I launched was for an MPS purely for the minimum child 

maintenance and half of childcare payments when the father failed to contribute even the 

minimum CSA amount for 2 years after separation despite being a high earner with very low 

mortgage debt and high disposable income. When the father again started causing issues a 
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few months after the MPS with payments, I just gave up and didn’t resort to the court. In 

the end I just took a bigger debt because the £30k of arrears instead of coming out of his 

income since separation they came out of the equity of the FMH which accrued during the 

marriage. 

 

37. Now, a month after that and while I am still trying to convince the bank to give me the debt 

otherwise the house will have to be sold according to the finance order, I face another trial. 

I had the child sick last week and off school for three days and I also got sick. I have 

deadlines and problems at work as my performance has suffered for too long and I am only 

human. 

 
38. I am very concerned for this little girl because the constant war against her mother is now 

having a toll on me. It has been too much for too long and no matter how my sense of 

responsibility towards this little girl gives me resilience, I am not made from iron. But I do 

not know where to turn for protection. For the violence I was immediately protected by the 

court for which I will forever be grateful. But I do not know where to turn for protection 

against this destructive irrationality. 

 

 

Relevant past events – Chronology 

 

39. 24th of January 2012 – Domestic violence incidence at the place of the paternal 

grandparents. Our girl was very sick and I was caring for her and I was attacked out of the 

blue initially verbally and then when I tried to run away from the kitchen, I was chased up 

the stairs while carrying the sick child. In the up bedroom the father closed my mouth with 

one hand while holding me on the bed with the other and shouted insults in my ear along 

with his mother in the presence of a feverish screaming 2 year old. I was blocked from 

access to the door or the phone. When they went down I felt trapped in that bedroom but I 

remembered my work phone and called the police. I didn’t know what the address was to 

tell the police though. In a flash I remembered the envelope on a talbe downstairs that had 

the address on. That 24 of January was the father’s birthday and he had received a gift from 

his sister. I run got it and told the police where I was.  I didn’t press charges, all I wanted was 
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to find my way from Stourport (Birmingham) back to the safety of our home in London. 

There was a crime reference number from this incident. 

40. 30 January 2012 - Ex parte application for a non-molestation order and occupation order as 

a result of the Father’s behaviour towards me, in the presence of the girl. On 30.01.12 

District Judge Berry granted an ex parte non molestation order and made a prohibited steps 

order of his own motion that the girl is not to be removed from my care without my 

approval. 

41. 2 February 2012 parties agreed that father would leave the former matrimonial home on a 

permanent basis on 15 March 2012.  

 

42. I ensured contact was established as soon as the father left. At the father’s request I 

remained outside the FMH so he would be alone with the child and on Wednesday evenings 

he would put her to bed and also one day Saturday or Sunday every weekend would have 

contact with her as well.  

 

43. On 31st of May 2012 a letter was sent to the father’s solicitor where I requested I take the 

child to Greece for summer holidays. He wouldn’t lose any contact and actually even more 

than just compensatory contact was offered to him. The holiday and its timing was 

necessary because the nanny needed to be off for three weeks so I had to take my holidays 

around that time. I had to have the flight for 30th of July when the nanny would leave. At the 

time the father was contributing absolutely nothing towards his child not even the minimum 

child maintenance let alone the childcare costs. I had to meet the high expense of full time 

childcare, find it and also keep it if I was to keep my job.  

 

44. Father refused to provide agreement for that summer flight for almost two months causing 

me incredibly frustration and insecurity as I would have no childcare for three weeks. Many 

legal letters between solicitors and almost 1.5 months later, on 12th of July he agreed when 

my solicitor suggested to the father’s solicitor that if I was to apply for specific steps order 

for a two week summer holiday to my home country it would be approved. Of course once 

approval was granted I ended up paying more than double the flight ticket as it was booked 

two weeks before the flight date. Stress, frustration in combination with the non-payment 

of the father all these hurt my trust that the father has the best interests of his child at 
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heart. That behaviour had as its aim to cause me distress and financial loss on top of his 

non-payments. My work was again adversely affected by all that stress and uncertainty. 

 

45. Straight after that summer holidays and when the father had just prepared the child’s room 

in his place in west Hampstead, in late August 2012 overnights started. The first contact was 

a summer contact for around 3 and was a bit sudden and unsettled a bit the girl but a 

couple of weeks later early September 2012 the alternate weekend contact was established 

and had always ever since gone ahead normally without any issues.  

46. On 10th of October 2012 I sent an email to the father telling him I couldn’t stand to stay in 

the FMH house for Christmas this year. It was the first Christmas after separation and I 

couldn’t be alone there. I needed to be surrounded with my family that was in Greece. Our 

daughter was born close to Christmas and Christmas was when the best and worse 

memories from the marriage happened in the FMH. I pleaded with him that he doesn’t 

repeat the behaviour from the 2012 summer holidays and allows me to do so. He would 

also get long contact around Christmas.  

47. I got no answer for 21 days and then went to book my flights which I had already left quite 

late and were already expensive at a time when I was using all my savings to cover all the 

costs relevant to the child and I received no payments from the father. 

48. Father kept refusing to agree the flight for Christmas 2012/2013 or accept the contact 

offered. That year I organised but we both attended and contributed to our daughter’s 3rd 

birthday party on 16 of December which was lovely. She was very happy and we both 

shared that cost. 

49. Literally days before the flight the father finally agreed and accepted my offer. So he would 

have around 4-5 days of Christmas contact so the girl and him would do all the Santa clause 

customs and unpack the presents etc. It is true that the contact started on 2nd of January 

immediately when I flew back but the child was only three so she had no idea. 

 

50. April 2013 – Father launches a shared residence application but switched to self-litigation. 

The application for finances happens also at similar time and BIndman’s represent him.  

51. July 2013 – In the First directions hearing it was ordered a temporary contact order with 3 

summer holiday breaks of 4-5 days duration as I had suggested in the first place long before 
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that hearing. That court was free for the father but expensive for me. Father did not even 

raise the question of Christmas contact at that hearing and none was ordered. 

 

52.  Despite I was under no legal or moral obligation to offer Christmas contact for the 

2013/2014 Christmas because of the interim contact order in place not stating Christmas 

contact I did offer the father that he has her for the week that included New Year. This was 

a real offer and sacrifice on my side as it would be the first time I would spend New  year 

away from the girl or my family but I would come back early enough and I would stay alone 

that day that I was off work so he can enjoy it with her. 

 
53. He refused to accept my offer and on 4th of November 2013, almost exactly a year ago 

launched a similar application to this one to force me to offer the week that contains the 

Christmas days, not the New Year week. 

 
54. I refused. I offered something valuable to me as New year is equally important in the 

continent and this was a gift as the contact order didn’t allow for Christmas contact. Instead 

of appreciating and taking that contact week I offered he launched a court application.  

 
55. The court listed his application for 18th of February 2014 just weeks before the final trial on 

the children’s matters in March 2014. Only when he saw that he accepted my offer to do 

mediation to see if we could avoid the final trial for the children’s matters in March 2014. In 

that session it quickly became obvious that he would actually take as Christmas contact 

what I offered and only cared about a shorter interval as he didn’t have much work holidays.  

 
56. Despite we didn’t avoid the final trial by the mediation as we started it too late, I am forever 

grateful because the mediator convinced the father to allow me to collect the girl from his 

place after the New Year contact and me to come up and spend a few minutes with both of 

them so the girl sees us both being friendly to each other.  I believe that was so beneficial to 

the little girl and it also made me happy after a year to have a look at her room in her 

father’s place. 

 
57. In March 2014 we had the final trial on the children’s matters and we settled most matters 

between us by agreement.  
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58. In Summer 2014 to my despair and while I was completely in line with our contact order and 

was having the summer holidays in Greece during my holiday time, I started getting hostile 

and disturbing letters and emails from the father threatening yet more court applications. 

My solicitor dealt with them in a letter that confirmed that I was completely in line with the 

law and the order but the angry letters kept coming.  That was such a disappointment. 

 
59. About Christmas this year the timeline of events is given above for which there have been 

no negotiations or mediation part from some rushed last minute emails literally yesterday 

and the day before. It now seems to me the father agrees to bring the child back on 

Saturday evening which is nice but would still make me lose my flight. 

 
60. On 13th of December it is the 5th birthday party at school of our daughter. Her third birthday 

I organised and we both attended and we shared the cost. The fourth birthday was a few 

months before the final trial on the children’s act and the father refused to attend it despite 

my pleas but agreed to contribute £200 towards it.  

 
61. This year I invited him and asked him if he wants like the previous years to contribute. He 

refused and I immediately stressed to him that he is welcome and invited as it would make 

our daughter so happy. It would also allow him to see her with her school mates and be part 

of her life. He again refused. I can’t help wondering that if he wanted this automatic 

mechanism to avert hostility wouldn’t just agreeing to attend her party help more? Or even 

better agree to pay the money instead for launching a court application towards the 

entertainment for her party? All these thoughts just puzzle me and make me sad. I really 

held high hopes that with the removal of the last conflict on the finance trial and the divorce 

issuance things would calm down and peace and a life back to normal would resume… 

 
Summary background and proposal  

62. I consider it unfair that the father requests that I lose my flight which is on Saturday 27th of 

December 1:20 from Gatwick so that I can also celebrate New year with our daughter in 

Greece with the child’s extended family there. From the beginning I did all I could to move 

things forward and resolve things and to convince the father to engage in mediation or to 

discuss but I was only met with stubborn refusal from the father.  
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63. I think as a minimum the father should be asked to bring the child back on Saturday morning 

or at least at the airport in time for the flight. He has just a few weeks ago spent a whole 

week with the girl at his parents. It shows I don’t in anyway seek to obstruct his contact but 

it is now my turn. I am just asking that I also have my fair share and the child spends time 

with my family as well. While she saw the paternal family for a week in October she hasn’t 

seen my family since August. These holidays are so important to me as a working mother of 

a young child and this trip is so valuable for her. 

 

64. This continuous litigation is so destructive and I have no idea how to protect myself from it. 

Now that I take the huge mortgage debt and I still pay 100% of the childcare costs where I 

employ live in nanny I can’t anymore spend more time, effort and money on this irrational 

war launched against me at every opportunity. 

 

65. It is impractical to be asked to abide to some automatic mechanical way of agreeing 

holidays. I have to balance the needs of the child that misses me, my boss and team mates 

at work that also want holidays and the nanny’s requests. I depend on this nanny to keep 

my job and be able to provide for the little girl.  

 

66. The wellbeing of the child requires without doubt someone to put an end to this litigation. I 

am not sure what decision the court would make to penalise the father for this destructive 

for all litigation behaviour and I know very well that just agreeing to whatever he requests 

doesn’t work either. It just gives him more confidence to keep asking for me. 

67. It should also be made clear inset days are not part of the school holidays. They are called 

differently for a reason and they are not included in the contact order in March 2014.   

  

 

Suggested reading 
68. The Court should have a core bundle. Time permitting, the following are likely to be useful: 

• Final contact order in place from the final trial on the children’s matters in March 

2014. 

• Emails regarding my attempts to resolve issues quickly and in a timely fashion and 

engage in mediation. 
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• Schedule of Christmas split 

• Letter regarding Christmas 2012 

• Application issued by father on November 2013 and when it was withdrawn purely 

because he didn’t want the New Year week but wanted the Christmas week instead. 

This despite he wasn’t entitled to either according to the interim contact order in 

place and I kindly offered him the New Year week anyway. 

 

Efrosyni Charalampidou 

27 November 2014. 

 


